The Industry’s first six tube changer.

Key Benefits
Six self-replenishing
tubes.
Cash accountability.
Swing-out, illuminated
payout cassette.
Visual & audible status
notification.
Intuitive menu system
and data reporting.
Built-in self diagnostics.
Proven ratchet drive
payout system.

Changer innovation that strikes a
balance between intelligence and
practical, day-to-day use.
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Six self-replenishing tubes gives highest
change capacity and utmost flexibility.
Single payout configuration covers all price
points. It also supports 20% more unit sales than
competitor’s best configuration.
Cash accountability plus adjustable fill indicators give quick coin level verification and coin activity report.
Industry proven single motor ratchet drive
payout. Fewest parts for long life and reliable
operation.
Coinless field tuning: no need to drop coins or
tokens in the field.
Standard data port for quick software updates
and coin/token additions.
Relevant Information. Clear, concise communication of the data you need when you need it.
Intuitive LCD menu layout and navigation.
Flexible menu system to meet your specific operational needs.
Visual & audible status notification ensure
optimal system operation and maximum time in
service.
Swing-out payout cassette for swift coin loading without cassette removal.
Faster floating. Guardian 6000TM anticipates
and guides each step in the fill process.
Payout illumination ensures accurate coin
loading. Light double as system status indicator.
Guardian 6000
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For further information please contact your nearest Coin Acceptors office either by telephone, e-mail, or fax. Alternatively, you can visit our website where you will find a wide range of information on our company and products

www.coinco-europe.com
GUARDIAN 6000

